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Location:

WSMR Range Road 2
White Sands Missile Range
Doña Ana County
New Mexico
The Range Control Center is bounded on the west by WSMR Range Road
1 (Owen Road) and on the south by WSMR Range Road 2 (Nike Road).
North of the Range Control Center is the White Sands Missile Range
Museum. The east is open to the desert.
The Range Control Center site is located at latitude: -32.382613,
longitude: -106.477605. The coordinate was taken from the center point of
Building 300’s south wing on March 6, 2012, using Google Earth
v6.1.0.5001, revision date 10/17/2011. The coordinate’s datum is NAD
1983. The location of the Range Control Center has no restriction on its
release to the public.

Present Owner:

United States Army
White Sands Missile Range

Present Occupant:

United States Army

Present Use:

Vacant

Significance:

The Range Control Center was used as the primary instrumentation and
tracking center for White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) from 1966 to
2000, when the J.W. Cox Range Control Center replaced it. It
consolidated the functions of three remote instrumentation and tracking
centers (C Station, Holloman Air Force Base, and Stallion) into a central
location and greatly expanded the real-time data collection and reporting
capabilities of WSMR in support of numerous government agencies and
hundreds of test programs. Although its architectural styling is functional
in nature with little embellishment, it is significant on a national level for
its role in the operation of the National Range during the Cold War, with a
period of significance of 1966-1989.
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PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION
A.

Physical History
1.

Date(s) of erection: 1966; 1969; 1972 (source: Range Control Center
Architectural As-Built Plans; US Army Real Property Records)

2.

Architect(s): U.S. Army Engineer District, Albuquerque

3.

Landscape Architect: U.S. Army Engineer District, Albuquerque

4.

Structural Engineer: U.S. Army Engineer District, Albuquerque

5.

Mechanical Engineer: U.S. Army Engineer District, Albuquerque

6.

Original and subsequent owners, occupants, uses: The Range Control
Center was owned and used by the United States Army White Sands
Missile Range. It served exclusively as the primary range control building
for WSMR in support of its position as part of the National Range. It
supported a wide variety of missions for the Army, Air Force, Navy, and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) through the
length of its service. Although owned by the military, the building’s
occupants were almost exclusively civilian (civil servants or government
contractors) and not part of a military unit.

7.

Builder, contractor, suppliers: Ramsey Steel Company, Others

8.

Original plans and construction: As designed, the Range Control Center
was composed of two separate buildings. Building 300 was the primary
control center, with Building 301 serving as the guard gate house. See
individual building pages for additional information.

9.

Alterations and additions: In 1969, the first addition was built on the
northwest corner of Building 300 to house additional computer equipment
and office space, creating an L-shape plan. In 1972, the second addition
was built on the northeast corner, giving Building 300 its present U-shape.
The additions, both smaller than the original building, complemented the
original’s limited design ethos and emphasized function over form. Both
additions were built as a result of the expanding capabilities of the Range
Control Center, specifically an increased focus on the collection,
processing, and display of real-time data for various missions.
Other changes were not as visible or major. In the 1970s, two service
utility buildings housing support equipment were added to the north of
Building 300. The HVAC and computer server cooling system in
Building 300 was upgraded in the 1980s to handle increased computer
load as the facility began its transition from analog to digital data.
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B.

Historical Context
Army Missile Testing During the Cold War at White Sands Proving
Ground/Missile Range (1945-1970)
In August of 1943, the German Luftwaffe began attacking Allied ships in the
Mediterranean with air to surface missiles, signaling the start of practical missile
use in modern warfare. Less than a year later, the U.S. Army began working on
its first ballistic missile program, known as ORDCIT (for Ordnance-California
Institute of Technology). The first tests were conducted at the Alamogordo
Bombing and Gunnery Range, part of the Alamogordo Army Airfield established
two years prior in New Mexico. As German V-1 Buzz Bombs rained down on
Great Britain, a selection team suggested a new site in the Tularosa Basin of New
Mexico for a missile testing facility. That site, the White Sands Proving Ground
(WSPG), was approved in early 1945, incorporating the bombing range,
ORDCIT, and portions of nearby Fort Bliss. Construction on facilities began in
June and by August and the end of World War II the first captured German V-2
rocket parts began arriving for study.
The Army’s first launch facility at WSPG, Launch Area 1 (LC-33), was
completed in September 1945, and the Army launched its first missile at WSPG (a
modified Navy Tiny Tim rocket). That same month, German rocket scientist
Werner von Braun and his advance team arrived at Fort Bliss to begin work on
the V-2/Hermes project, using the captured V-2 parts as a starting point. The V-2
program began in earnest the following year in 1946 with the first successful test
launch of a V-2 occurring in May.
With the onset of the Cold War, WSPG took its place at the forefront of missile
development and testing in the United States. The Nike surface-to-air missile had
its first successful launch from LC-33 in September 1946, and von Braun’s team
arrived from Fort Bliss for an extended stay in October. The first live motion
pictures of the earth from space were taken that same month using a V-2. For the
scientists, these photos gave not only a clear view of the delineation between the
atmosphere and space and the missile’s orientation relative to both earth and
space, but helped lay the groundwork for future remote atmospheric observation
of the earth.
Over the next few years, missile testing expanded at both WSPG and the newly
renamed Holloman Air Force Base. Between 1946 and 1950, the Army and Navy
launched 235 missiles, and the Air Force tested 329 of its own. Drone flights,
parachute recovery tests, and bomb drops were other related testing activities
conducted at WSPG. 1948 saw the US launch the first live animal in rocket (a
rhesus monkey named Albert I, as part of the Blossom program studying
ionospheric conditions), the first electronically controlled missile. The following
year, the first fully successful launch of a multi-stage missile occurred, flying 250
miles into space and setting a new altitude record.
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Two events in 1950 had added impact on WSPG. The first was the National
Security Council’s redefinition of the Cold War in military terms, setting off the
nuclear arms race with the Soviet Union. The second was the invasion of South
Korea by North Korean troops, setting off the Korean War. Werner von Braun’s
team was transferred to Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, Alabama at the end of the
year, and the following year witnessed the first successful interception of an
airborne target by a surface-fired missile, the Nike-Ajax. Within two years
(1953), the Nike-Ajax was deployed around Washington, D.C., the first guided
SAM missile defense system in the world. The US Navy also completed
construction of the famous LLS-1 Desert Ship at WSPG that same year to
simulate shipboard launch facilities. By mid-decade, over 12 separate missile
testing programs were active at WSPG, including the Hawk defensive missile
system.
The first long-range missile tests (500 miles and up) showed a need for increased
expansion of WSPG, and the facility added land north of the main post over the
following years. However, the Soviet’s successful first launch of an artificial
satellite (Sputnik I) and the first intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) in 1957
convinced many that the US was falling behind their Cold War adversary. The
Navy completed Army Launch Area 3 (LC-36) in 1958, and WSPG was renamed
White Sands Missile Range. The first Redstone rocket was launched from LC-36
that same year. Three years later, the Redstone sent Alan Shepard, Jr., in his
Mercury Freedom 7 into orbit, the first American astronaut. A year later, the Air
Force tested the Hound Dog, an air-to-surface missile that was the direct forbearer
of the modern cruise missile.
1965 witnessed the introduction of the Lance surface-to-surface missile, a multiuse weapon capable of launching in all weather conditions and from a selfpropelled launcher. The Lance used pre-packaged storable propellant and could
handle either a nuclear or conventional warhead, making it extremely versatile.
By the middle of the year, the military had deactivated all first-generation ICBMs,
and WSMR was participating in the Nike-Hercules program to develop a superior
surface-to-air missile that would remain in service for the next ten years.
Early Instrumentation Stations and Tracking at WSPG/MR (1947-1966)
Early in WSPG’s testing history, it became apparent that a more accurate tracking
and recording system would be needed to record missile and rocket tests. The
Army eventually adopted a modified transverse-mercator projection anchored at
nearby peaks (including Elephant Mountain in Orogrande), using cannibalized
and adapted German cinetheodolites shipped to the US along with the V-2 rocket
parts. Simple observational systems and methods were used to predict when a
missile might fly beyond its intended range. Early range control operations were
housed at the Army Block House (ABH) built to support the first V-2 launches.
By 1948, the Army had a series of instrumentation stations to help track and
measure missile performance. These included cinetheodolites at C and E
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Stations, Bowen-Knapp camera buildings at U, V, and W Stations, and the five
German Askania cinetheodolites at F, G, N, O, and P Stations. Several telescopes
were in testing at the time, and the Army used several Doppler radar stations as
well. Missile flight safety was coordinated out of both the ABH and C Station,
with C Station also serving as central display location for the tracking radars.
Most of the data collected from instrumentation was fed by wire back to C Station
for analysis. However, this disparate and scattered method of data gathering and
analysis added delays in finalizing the results of missile tests. Under the guidance
of engineers such as Ozro “Ozzie” Covington (photo-optical engineer, WSMR
1946-1961), WSPG began testing and refining the network of sensors and
equipment that would allow for a centralized control station to coordinate missile
tests and speed up data gathering and reduction.
By 1950, WSPG had 270 miles of above-ground wire and 750 miles of belowground cable for data and voice communications across the range. This allowed
the various data collection points at C Station, the Army and Navy Block Houses,
and Holloman Air Force Base’s Central Control Building to coordinate and
communicate with one another via timing pulses and voice. This was the start of
the “mission control” approach to missile testing, the concept of a centralized
network for tracking and communications. C Station’s primary instrumentation
building became the main hub for most data collection at WSPG, housing four
radar systems, plotting boards, and other instrumentation. Two clocks, one
measuring minutes and the other seconds, were continuously filmed to provide a
separate record of the duration of each tracked flight. This approach also used a
series of linked radar stations to allow for continuous tracking and guidance of
missiles in flight. Placing all of these functions in C Station’s central hub also
improved safety, as observers could track a missile’s general flight path in real
time and help coordinate instrumentation and retrieval once the flight terminated.
Even with the amount of data produced, data reduction and analysis was
comparatively rapid for the time. Radar data could be compiled in two days, and
corroborated with camera film data within 10 days. Trajectory and Doppler data,
however, could take up to six weeks. All of it was extremely labor-intensive and
done manually until 1951, when electronic computers began shouldering some of
the load. Later improvements included chained AN/FPS-16 C-band single object
tracking radars. Covington networked the system which allowed for precise
triangulation of missile flight paths from a range control center. Supplementing
this was a microphone system, known as Sonic Observation of Trajectory and
Impact of Missiles (SOTIM), which could locate a missile’s impact site to within
1.5 miles.
In the mid-1950s, the chained radar system was expanded to include sites at C
Station, HAFB, Oscura Range Station, Oscura Peak, and Red Butte at the extreme
north end of the range. Other improvements refined existing capabilities,
including a significant upgrade of SOTIM’s accuracy from 1.5 miles to within
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150 feet. The upgraded SOTIM was in place by 1961 but may have seen limited
use in the late 1950s. The Recording Optical Tracking Instrument (ROTI) was a
twin-telescope system with phased cameras linked to tracking radar, all mounted
on a Navy gun mount. Small missiles used a pulsed light system for telemetry.
By 1961, WSMR hosted more than 1,000 instrumentation sites, including 75
existing and 19 planned cinetheodolite stations that formed the core of the
tracking system for the next ten years.
In 1961, WSMR was classified as a National Missile Range (NMR), which was
equally available to all government agencies. As the number of tests and
concurrent programs increased along with the complexity of the equipment under
test, the need for real-time data analysis became apparent. WSMR has
experimented with real-time data analysis in the late 1950s, but it wasn’t until
1961 that the first tests proved successful. The ability to provide real-time data to
correct flight paths and increase range safety was a major draw, and testing
programs further increased.
By the mid-1960s, the sheer number of tests required construction of a new
central processing center. Up to that point, C Station, HAFB, and Stallion Range
Control were the primary data collection centers, capable of working
independently on separate launches or together for more complex tests. However,
WSMR’s mission had expanded to include operating the NMR, conducting
engineering tests and evaluations, supporting and conducting other rocket testing
and Army materiel testing, and the research and development of new and
improved range instrumentation equipment and facilities; the lack of
centralization hampered WSMR’s ability to efficiently pursue these roles. In
response, the Army put in place the Advanced Range Testing, reporting, and
Control (ARTRAC) program, which called for the integration of all range
instrumentation and control into a single complex. ARTRAC was designed for
ease of improvements and upgrades as technology improved, and provided a
working “shelf life” into the late 1970s. The Army Corps of Engineers,
Albuquerque Division, drew up plans for a new range control center to be located
at the main post in 1965, and the new Range Control Center (Building 300)
opened a year later in 1966.
Consolidated Range and Mission Control at WSMR (1966-1989)
The new Range Control Center consolidated the functions of the various tracking
stations to one location, the pinnacle of efforts begun under Ozzie Covington 15
years prior. Within the building was space for computer equipment, telemetry
equipment, data processing, communications, and range control. A briefing room
provided a central space to discuss upcoming tests, with security and electronic
countermeasures to ensure confidentiality when required. The building allowed
data collection and analysis, tracking, briefing, drone control, and
communications under one roof instead of scattered over the length of the range.
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By 1968, WSMR supported over 100 separate programs, including surface-tosurface and surface-to-air missiles and rockets, airborne weapons systems, space
vehicle development, target missiles and rockets, re-entry physics research, bomb
drop tests, and upper atmospheric research. Various programs conducted
concurrent tests across the range throughout the year, overseen by nearly 10,000
civil service, military, and contract personnel from the Army, Air Force, Navy,
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). A sophisticated
data and voice transmission system linked all parts of the range and funneled
information back to the Range Control Center. Communications primarily relied
on microwave transmission with voice, data, and telemetry on separate systems to
facilitate real-time data transmission and mission/test coordination. WSMR relied
on three primary computer systems (working in two groups) housed at the Range
Control Center to assist in data analysis and processing. Smaller systems served
as back-up or handled less intensive or time-sensitive duties.
Each function within the building had a manager responsible for overseeing
operations such as radar control, telemetry, data processing, Doppler radar, and
communications. Managers reported to division chiefs and their deputies to
coordinate testing efforts, depending on the vehicles and military branches
involved. Plotting boards allowed personnel to see missile tracking in real time,
updated as information flowed into the center. Other operations at the Range
Control Center were involved in coordinating the support efforts of tests, such as
road blocks and public information, and building management to ensure all
equipment was in proper working order. On average, 100 people worked in the
Range Control Center, with that number increasing to 120 and above during
missile tests.
As operations became more automated over the years and real-time data
transmission and analysis became vital to WSMR’s operations, the Range Control
Center was expanded with two additions housing additional computer equipment
and office space. By 1977, drone target aircraft control had moved partially from
Holloman AFB to the Range Control Center. Take off and landings were under
Holloman’s control, but the Drone Formation Control System (DFCS) housed at
the Range Control Center handled flight control. The DFCS could control six
targets in close formation and track four others, and used a redundant control
console for both backup and simultaneous mission deployment.
Instrumentation on the range up through the 1970s remained primarily groundbased, with transponders in test vehicles assisting in real-time data acquisition.
Expanded radar and tracking capabilities included Angle Measurement
Equipment (AME), Electronic Sky Screen Equipment (ELSSE), and Miss
Distance Indicator (MIDI) radar. Using radio interferometers, UHF telemetry
transmitters, and radar systems such as the fixed AN/FPS-16 and mobile MPS-36,
technicians could track missiles in real time and provide constant updates to
plotting boards and digital displays. This information could then be used for
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increased range safety, improved recovery, and in-flight adjustment when
possible. The Range Control Center used three UNIVAC 1108 computers to
handle the data: one for missile flight safety, one for displays and acquisition data,
and the third as back-up for either. Communications still relied on microwave
transmission, but enhanced cable and wire systems allowed for faster data
transmission and support of the roughly 18 missions WSMR supported each day.
The expanded range, including Green River in Utah, was tied in to the chain radar
and communication system as well.
By 1983, four organizations supported the main mission of WSMR: the National
Range Operations Directorate (NR), the Army Materiel Test and Evaluation
Directorate (TE), the High Energy Laser Programs Office (HP), and the Computer
Systems Directorate (CD). NR, based in the Range Control Center, was charged
with managing the schedule and control of range time, operating instrumentation,
collecting and reducing data, flight safety, operating computer displays and
command control facilities, and publishing reports on test results and programs.
As the principle center for real-time operations and mission support, the Range
Control Center housed the Telemetry Data Center (TDC), DFCS, the Vega
Command and Control System (VCCS), real-time computers (Systems A and B),
a remote terminal computer (System D), and the Operations Control and Display
Facility (OCDF). Combined with field instrumentation and communications
(voice, data, and timing), these components made up the WSMR Real Time Data
System (RTDS).
The OCDF, part of the heart of the RTDS, was located in one large room divided
into east and west sections. X-Y coordinate plotting boards and high resolution
interactive graphics tracked missile flight and provided snapshots of missile
performance. Lighted displays indicated missile status information, along with
video monitors, the range control system, and remote terminals. A mobile version
was activated that same year to assist in off-site support. Communications, as
before, relied on microwave, FM radio, cable, and open wire. Data was
transmitted to Systems A and B at the Range Control Center on cable and open
wire pairs, with narrow band microwave; telemetry data used wide-band
microwave. The microwave and FM trunk system was itself divided into analog
and digital systems, relaying information through Salinas Peak, King 1, Stallion,
and North Oscura Peak. The semi-automatic TDC could pull from the digitized
data stream for real-time analysis and display in the OCDF.
WSMR made improvements to the Range Control Center during this time to
accommodate the new capabilities. The raised flooring in those areas housing
computer equipment was retrofitted with an improved air conditioning and
cooling system in the early 1980s to handle the heat load of the new equipment.
Personnel took to watching missile tests on the roof of the building during idle
periods, especially during night tests when the flaming tails of the missiles were
highly visible against the night sky.
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All of these efforts were instrumental in following the “mission control” model of
missile and rocket testing and tracking. By centralizing all operations,
communication between divisions was much more efficient. Problems or crises
could be addressed much faster than if personnel were scattered across the range,
as impromptu face-to-face meetings allowed for a quick exchange of ideas. The
mission control model pioneered by WSMR would be used with great success by
the National Aeronauts and Space Administration (NASA) for space exploration.
Despite the end of the Cold War in 1989, WSMR’s responsibilities increased to a
point that required a new range control center building by the 1990s. Building
300 had surpassed its expected life expectancy, and the military drew up plans for
a modern and larger building to house all of WSMR’s mission operations. By the
mid-1990s, construction was well underway on the Cox Range Control Center.
All services were officially transferred over to the new facility in 2000 and
Building 300 was left vacant.
PART II. ARCHITECTURAL INFORMATION
A.

B.

General Statement:
1.

Architectural Character: The Range Control Center and its associated
outbuildings share a simple, functional design common to WSMR at the
time (mid-1960s). Building 300 is a large, multistory, monolithic Ushaped building with few decorative architectural elements, primarily the
full-height concrete pilasters and the cantilevered steel canopy over the
entrance. The building has mild International Style influence with a
prominent strip of windows on the east side and a flat roof, yet remains
decidedly functionalist. In architectural styling, it complements other
buildings in the vicinity although the paucity of windows sets it apart from
the administration buildings to the west, across Range Road 1. Building
301 is a small, single-room square building with large windows and an
almost flat roof with generous overhangs. It, too, generally matches the
style of contemporary buildings on the main cantonment. Two
unnumbered auxiliary buildings exist behind Building 300. These
utilitarian prefabricated metal buildings, common across the range for a
variety of uses, lack architectural detailing. The Range Control Center did
not have any discernable impact on later architectural styling at WSMR.

2.

Condition of fabric: Prior to the transfer of operations to the new Cox
Range Control Center in the early 2000s, Building 300 was in good
condition and in use. The interior has since been gutted for asbestos
abatement, but the exterior remains in good condition. Building 301 is
vacant but in good condition. The two auxiliary buildings are in good
condition.

Site
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1.

General setting and orientation: The Range Control Center is located at
the White Sands Missile Range main post, at the intersection of WSMR
Range Road 1 and WSMR Range Road 2. The site is bounded on the
north and east by open desert, on the south by Range Road 2, and on the
west by Range Road 1. The site is relatively flat.

2.

Historic landscape design: Little information, aside from a few
photographs, was discovered that provides information about the historic
landscape of the Range Control Center. Building 300 had grass along the
south elevation (façade) and west elevation, with large deciduous and
evergreen trees providing some shade. A concrete planter near the entry
had evergreen shrubs. Due south of Building 300 is a large circular
xeriscape garden, but this was not an original component of the site. Its
construction date is unknown, but estimated in the 1970s.

PART III. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
A.

Early Views: White Sands Missile Range Directorate of Public Works –
Environmental Division, White Sands, New Mexico. Dates as noted on photo
captions.

B.

Current Views: All 4"x 5" photos and 36mm equivalent digital photos were taken
by AmaTerra Environmental, Inc., in February 2012. Photos and negatives held
by AmaTerra Environmental, Inc., 4009 Banister Lane, Suite 300, Austin, Texas,
78704.

C.

Original Architectural Drawings: All original architectural drawings are held
by the Directorate of Public Works – Environmental Division, White Sands,
New Mexico. Dates as noted on individual drawings.

D.

Selected Sources
1.
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Development at Holloman Air Force Base. Holloman Air Force Base
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Spaceflilght Tracking and Data Network. Washington, D.C.: National
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Buildings 300 (background) and 301 (foreground) of the Range Control
Center facing northwest, circa 1966.

Aerial view of the Range Control Center.

BUILDING 300

WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE, RANGE CONTROL CENTER
(Building 300)

Location:

WSMR Range Road 2
White Sands Missile Range
Doña Ana County
New Mexico
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) Building 300 (Range Control
Center) is in the main cantonment, in the northeast quadrant of Owen
Road and WSMR Road 2. The location of Building 300 is shown in
Figure 1.
It is located at latitude: 32.382613, longitude: -106.477605. The
coordinate was taken from the center point of the building’s south wing on
March 6, 2012, using Google Earth v6.1.0.5001, revision date 10/17/2011.
The coordinate’s datum is NAD 1983. Building 300’s location has no
restriction on its release to the public.

Present Owner:

United States Army
White Sands Missile Range

Present Occupant:

United States Army

Present Use:

Used on a limited basis for Network Integration Evaluation testing.

Significance:

The Range Control Center was used as the primary instrumentation and
tracking center for WSMR from 1966 to 2000, when the J.W. Cox Range
Control Center (Building 335) replaced it. It consolidated the functions of
three remote instrumentation and tracking centers (C Station, Holloman
Air Force Base, and Stallion Range Camp) into a central location and
greatly expanded the real-time data collection and reporting capabilities of
WSMR in support of numerous government agencies and hundreds of test
programs. All data generated by test launches were gathered and analyzed
at Building 300, making it indispensible to missile and rocket testing at
WSMR. Although its architectural styling is functional in nature with
little embellishment, it is significant on a national level for its role in the
operation of the National Range during the Cold War, with a period of
significance of 1966-1989.
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Figure 1. Location Map. Source: USGS White Sands, TX-AR 7.5’ Series Quadrangle Map, 2010.
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PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION
A.

Physical History
1.

Date(s) of erection: 1966; 1969; 1972 (source: Range Control Center
Architectural As-Built Plans; US Army Real Property Records)

2.

Architect(s): U.S. Army Engineer District, Albuquerque

3.

Original and subsequent owners, occupants, uses:
Building 300 was owned and used by the United States Army White Sands
Missile Range. It served exclusively as the primary range control building
for WSMR in support of its position as part of the National Range. It
supported a wide variety of missions for the US Army, Air Force, Navy,
and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) through the
length of its service. Although owned by the military, the building’s
occupants were almost exclusively civilian (civil servants or government
contractors) and not part of a military unit. Building 300 is currently used
on a limited basis for Network Integration Evaluation tests.

4.

Builder, contractor, suppliers: Ramsey Steel Company, Others

5.

Original plans and construction: Building 300, as originally built in 1966,
was a two-story rectangular building with basement. It measured 225’-6”
east-west by 65’-4” north south. Two stairwells projected 10’-0” from the
north facade. The primary entrance was on the south facade, accessed by
concrete steps and sheltered by a flat projecting canopy. Exposed concrete
pilasters were spaced evenly around the exterior walls. The original color
scheme of the building was soft yellow with brown trim. Original
landscaping was minimal, although Building 300 did have a concrete
planter box at the southeast corner.

6.

Alterations and additions:
a.

First Addition: In 1969, an 80’-0” (north-south) by 61’-6” (eastwest) addition was constructed on the west side of the north
facade, giving Building 300 an L-shaped plan. Like the original
building, the addition had two stories with a full basement and was
built to house additional computer equipment and office space
required by the expanding capabilities of the Range Control
Center; specifically, an increased focus on the collection,
processing, and display of real-time data for various missions. The
addition complemented the original’s limited design ethos and
emphasized function over form.

b.

Second Addition: In 1972, an 80’-0” (north-south) by 61’-6” (eastwest) addition was constructed on the east end of the north facade,
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giving the building its present U-shaped configuration. Like the
first addition, it had two stories with a full basement and was built
to house additional computer equipment and office space required
by the expanding capabilities of the Range Control Center;
specifically, an increased focus on the collection, processing, and
display of real-time data for various missions. The addition
complemented the existing limited design ethos and emphasized
function over form. Both additions were separated from the
original building by a 22-9” vestibule and had exterior metal stairs
on their north facades.
c.

B.

Basement Refit: In 1982, the HVAC system was upgraded and the
flooring of the basement was redone with a raised and divided
floor to handle increased computer load as the facility began its
transition from analog to digital data.

Historical Context
For a complete historical context, see the Range Control Center cover document.

PART II. ARCHITECTURAL INFORMATION
A.

General Statement:
1.

Architectural Character: Like many military buildings constructed during
the Cold War, the Range Control Center has a style that, for want of a
better term, could be called “Cold War Military Functionalist.” The style
is common on the range, from administration buildings on the main
cantonment to instrumentation buildings such as Kenneth Clark’s 1952
design at Red Butte Site. Building 300 is two stories in height with a
basement. It has a U-shaped plan with an entry at the eastern end of the
south facade. The roof is flat, with protective steel railing extending
around the perimeter. The exterior walls are articulated by recessing the
horizontal structural members, thus giving the vertical members the
appearance of pilasters. This effect is further enhanced by recessing the
face of the masonry from the concrete columns. Ornamentation is limited
to the projecting metal canopy over the entrance with “RANGE
CONTROL CENTER” spelled out in sans-serif font steel letters.
The additions are similar, but not identical in detailing to the original
construction. The major difference is the beams at the second floor and
roof levels are flush with the face of the masonry, thus emphasizing the
vertical structural members.

2.

Condition of fabric: The Range Control Center is in good condition: it is
structurally sound and has been well maintained.
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B.

Description of Exterior:
1.

Overall Dimensions: The Range Control Center measures 225’-6” x 169’9” overall.

2.

Foundations: The foundation consists of a poured reinforced concrete
basement. A row of full height concrete piers typically spaced 18’ apart
runs 10’ off center the length of the building. The floor in the areas
housing computer mainframes is sunken an additional foot to
accommodate cabling and computer cooling equipment.

3.

Walls: Exterior walls are reinforced concrete pillar-and-spandrel
construction with concrete masonry unit infill. Columns are typically
spaced 20’-6”on center (o.c.) east-west on the original construction and
19’-10” o.c. on the two additions.

4.

Structural System, framing: Floor framing consists of precast concrete
joists, spaced at 2’-8” o.c. typically, running north-south, with a 4”
reinforced concrete floor. Roof framing consists of precast concrete joists,
typically spaced at 2’-0” o.c.

5.

Porches, stoops: The main entry on the east end of the south facade has a
single inset entry porch with a shallow flat metal wraparound canopy
measuring 65’-5” x 6’ on the facade and 43’-6” x 2’-5” on the east side.

6.

Chimneys: The main wing has a single brick incinerator flue on the north
side.

7.

Openings:
a.

Doorways and doors: The primary building entrance has two sets
of double glass swing doors encircled by aluminum frame single
pane windows. The main wing also has a set of double steel solid
core swing doors on the west side. The vestibules connecting the
additions to the main wing each have a set of double steel solid
core swing doors. The east addition has a set of double steel solid
core swing doors on the basement, first and second floors on the
north side, while the west addition has single steel solid core swing
doors on the basement, first and second floors.

b.

Windows: The main wing has a horizontal bank of seven 4’-5”
plate glass windows in 2” aluminum frames measuring a total
length of 34’ on the east side, under the metal canopy. The second
floor originally had a set of three 3’ fixed glass windows in 2”
aluminum frames measuring a total length of 10’ in length on the
east side, but these were later replaced by smaller inset fixed glass
windows. The first addition has a set of three fixed plate windows
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on the second floor on the north side.
8.

C.

Roof:
a.

Roof shape, covering: The roof is flat with elastomeric roofing. A
safety fence with square wood posts and nylon lines runs the
length of the perimeter.

b.

Cornice, eaves: The Range Control Center has a plain concrete
cornice with flat concrete eaves.

Description of Interior
1.

Floor plans: The main entry to the Range Control Center, near the eastern
end of the south facade, opens into what was once a lobby. A briefing
room immediately to the east (see Figure 4) had fixed, theater-type
seating. The remainder of the first floor was occupied by offices and data
centers. Interior stairwells on the north side of the main building provide
access to the basement and second floor. The basement, which originally
housed offices, secure storage, and equipment was later remodeled and
used for computer equipment. The second floor was relatively open with
different areas for operational centers. Restrooms and a lounge were
located in the eastern half of the main wing.
Plans for the 1969 addition have not been located.
The second addition basement contained storage and maintenance
equipment, along with bathrooms and a snack bar. The first and second
floors were partitioned into computer equipment areas and restrooms.

2.

Stairways: The building contains two interior stairways, both in the main
wing. The west stairway provides access to all floors, including the roof.
The east stairway provides access to the basement, first, and second floors.
Both stairways have concrete treads and risers with steel tube handrails.

3.

Elevator: The building has one double-entry elevator in the west half of
the main wing, servicing the basement, first, and second floors.

4.

Flooring: Building 300 currently has exposed concrete floors. The lobby
of the main wing originally had vinyl tiles. The briefing room floor is
tiered with carpet over concrete. The basement floor and in computer
areas of the first floor has a raised computer floor. Second floor flooring
was primarily vinyl tile. The additions had a similar mix of flooring
depending on room use.

5.

Wall and ceiling finish: By 2012, all interior finishes in the building had
been removed as part of the asbestos abatement project. Interior walls
originally had plaster on tile or acoustic tiling. The briefing room had
wood wainscoting. The ceiling was 2’ x 4’ acoustical tile suspended from
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the concrete framing.
6.

D.

Openings:
a.

Doorways and doors: All doors have been removed from the
interior of the building and the sheet of architectural drawings with
the door schedule for the original construction has not been
located. The door schedule for the 1969 addition indicates that
most (19 of 34) interior doors were flush metal, of which just
under 30% had louvered panels. Other door types included soundinsulated metal partitions with vision panels, a removable 10’-0” x
10’-0” triple tubular steel door, and a 2’-8” x 6’-6” steel vault door
in the basement.

b.

Windows: Interior windows have no decorative molding,
surrounds, or sills.

7.

Decorative interior features: None.

8.

Mechanical equipment:
a.

HVAC: The building has a central air conditioning and heating
system. The basement has a specialized floor plenum air
conditioning system to assist in cooling the computer equipment
once housed there. Originally the building had a 625-ton capacity
condensed air cooler and natural gas boiler for heating.

b.

Plumbing: The building has running water, a water heater, and
sewer system connections.

c.

Electric: Electricity is furnished by the WSMR power grid. In
addition, there are diesel-powered generators that provide back-up
electrical power in the auxiliary buildings north of Building 300.

Site
1.

General setting and orientation: The Range Control Center is situated on
the northeast side of the WSMR main post, east of the technical and
administration areas. With the long axis running east-west, the building
faces south toward Range Road 2 and the route to the primary launch
complexes. A chin-link fence topped with three strands of barbed wire
surrounds the site. The Sentry Station, Building 301, sits at the southeast
corner of the site.

2.

Historic landscape design: Concrete planters surround the main entry steps
and wrap around the southeast corner of the main wing. Historic images
show a grassy lawn and trees along the south side, with evergreen shrubs
in the concrete planters (see Figure 1). The large circular planter south of
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the building was historically not landscaped, but now supports xeriscaping
with cacti, succulents, and decorative stone. Historically, the “missile
park” (a collection of missiles and rockets tested on the range) was located
nearby at the junction of Range Roads 1 and 2 (since moved next door to
the WSMR Museum) but it was not considered part of the building’s
design.
PART III. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
A.
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Figure 1. Oblique aerial view of south and east facades, circa 1975, facing northwest. Both
additions and the landscaping are visible.

Figure 2. Oblique view of the south and east facades of the main wing shortly after completion,
facing northwest. Building 301 (Guard House) is visible in the foreground.
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Figure 3. Interior of the computer room showing the raised floor, no date.

Figure 4. View of the briefing room, no date. The curtains over the ribbon
windows are closed.
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Figure 5. Tracking and control center, no date.

Figure 6: Range Control Center, no date.
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BUILDING 301

WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE
RANGE CONTROL CENTER SENTRY STATION
(Building 301)

Location:

WSMR Range Road 2
White Sands Missile Range
Doña Ana County
New Mexico
White Sands Missile Range Building 301 (Range Control Center Sentry
Station) is located at latitude: 32.382000, longitude: -106.477073. The
coordinate was taken from the center point of the building’s south wing on
March 14, 2012, using Google Earth v6.1.0.5001, revision date
10/17/2011. The coordinate’s datum is NAD 1983. Building 301’s
location has no restriction on its release to the public. The location of
Building 301 is shown in Figure 1.

Present Owner:

United States Army
White Sands Missile Range

Present Occupant:

United States Army

Present Use:

Vacant

Significance:

Building 301, the Range Control Center Sentry Station, was constructed as
a support building for the Range Control Center at White Sands Missile
Range in 1966. Due to the sensitive nature of the activities within the
Range Control Center (specifically Building 300) and their relation to
missile, rocket, and other materiel testing at WSMR during the second half
of the Cold War, a security fence was placed around the site and a manned
sentry station was placed at the site entrance to control access to the
complex. Although it is influenced by the International Style, its
architectural styling is purely functional in nature and lacks ornamentation
or other embellishment. It is significant on a national level for its
association with the Range Control Center and the operation of the
National Range during the Cold War, with a period of significance of
1966-1989.
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Figure 1. Location Map. Source: USGS White Sands, TX-AR 7.5’ Series Quadrangle Map, 2010.
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PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION
A.

B.

Physical History
1.

Date(s) of erection: 1966 (source: Range Control Center Architectural AsBuilt Plans; US Army Real Property Records).

2.

Architect(s): U.S. Army Engineer District, Albuquerque.

3.

Original and subsequent owners, occupants, uses: Building 301 was
owned and used by the United States Army White Sands Missile Range.
It served exclusively as the sentry station for the Range Control Center,
supporting the latter’s monitoring of testing for the US Army, Air Force,
Navy, and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). It
was the single control point for personnel access to the Range Control
Center. The building’s occupants were unknown but presumably were
either military police or civilian security contractors. Building 301 is
currently vacant.

4.

Builder, contractor, suppliers: Unknown.

5.

Original plans and construction: Building 301 is a single story, one-room
building measuring 12’-0” on each side with an extremely shallow-pitch
gabled roof that extends 4’-0” beyond the facades.

6.

Alterations and additions: None.

Historical Context
The Range Control Center Sentry Station was part of the original construction of
the Range Control Center. For a complete historic context, see the Range Control
Center cover document NM-WSMR-RCC.

PART II. ARCHITECTURAL INFORMATION
A.

General Statement:
1.

Architectural Character: Like many military buildings constructed during
the Cold War, the Sentry Station is a functional design with no applied
ornamentation. The building has elements of the International Style, but
does not strictly follow the tenets of that particular style. The building is
in the northeast quadrant of the White Sands Missile Range main post, at
the intersection of Owen Road/WSMR Road 1/Owen Road and WSMR
Road 2. It measures 12’-0” x 12’0” in plan and is one story in height. A
single entry is located at the southern end of the west facade. An
extremely shallow-pitched gabled roof overhangs the facades by 4’-0” on
all sides.
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2.
B.

Condition of fabric: The Sentry Station is in good condition: it is
structurally sound and has been well maintained.

Description of Exterior:
1.

Overall Dimensions: The Sentry Station is 12’-0” x 12’-0” in plan. The
roof, also square, measures 20’-0” on each side.

2.

Foundations: The foundation consists of a 4” reinforced concrete slab
with 8” wide x 2’-2” deep footings. Slab reinforcing is #3 steel bars at 13”
on center each way.

3.

Walls: Exterior walls are 8” x 8” x 16” (nominal) concrete masonry units
from the top of foundation to 3’-4” above finished floor (a.f.f.) terminating
in a continuous sill block; then fixed glazing up to 7’-0” a.f.f.

4.

Structural System, framing: Three-inch diameter steel pipe columns at
each corner of the building support the roof structure, which consists of
6B12 steel I-beams at the north and south walls running east-west,
supporting 3C4.1 steel purlins spaced at 2’-0” on center running northsouth.

5.

Porches, stoops: None

6.

Chimneys: N/A

7.

Openings:

8.

a.

Doorways and doors: A single 3’-0” x 7’-0” swinging flush
hollow metal door with vision panel is located at the southern end
of the west facade.

b.

Windows: Fixed-glass windows in steel frames extend across all
facades. The windows extend from the top of the masonry walls to
7’-0’ a.f.f. Glazing is ¼”-thick, green-tinted plate glass.

Roof:
a.

Roof shape, covering: The gabled roof has an extremely shallow
slope of ½” per foot. Roofing is elastomeric over a 2 ½” concrete
deck.

b.

Cornice, eaves: The Sentry Station has 4’-0” eaves with a 6” x 3
½” x ¼” steel angle fascia.

c.

Other: Lightning rods are mounted on all corners of the roof.
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C.

D.

Description of Interior
1.

Floor plans: The Sentry Station is a one-room building without interior
partitions.

2.

Stairways: None.

3.

Elevator: None.

4.

Flooring: The flooring is vinyl-composition tile on concrete.

5.

Wall and ceiling finish: The interior has a painted finish. The ceiling has
acoustical tile.

6.

Openings:
a.

Doorways and doors: None.

b.

Windows: None.

7.

Decorative interior features: None.

8.

Mechanical equipment:
a.

HVAC: The building is heated and cooled by a roof-mounted
23,000 BTUH heat pump.

b.

Plumbing: The building has no plumbing.

c.

Electric: The building has a 208 volt, 60 amp, 3-phase electrical
system. Electrical panels are mounted on the interior surface of the
east wall. Floodlights, since removed, were originally mounted on
the northwest, southwest, and southeast corners of the roof.

d.

Communication: A telephone cabinet is mounted on the interior
surface of the north wall.

Site
1.

General setting and orientation: The Sentry Station is situated in the
southeast corner of the Range Control Center site. The building faces
west, toward the site entry. A concrete sidewalk is immediately adjacent
to, and west of, the building.

2.

Historic landscape design: The building has no designed landscaping.

PART III. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
A.

Early Views: White Sands Missile Range Directorate of Public Works –
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Environmental Division, White Sands, New Mexico. Dates as noted on photo
captions.
B.

Current Views: All 4"x 5" photos and 35mm equivalent digital photos were taken
by AmaTerra Environmental, Inc., in February 2012. Negatives are held by White
Sands Missile Range Directorate of Public Works.

C.

Original Architectural Drawings: U.S. Army Engineer District, Albuquerque,
District File No. WS-NL-17/29. Date: May 1965. All original architectural
drawings are held by the White Sands Missile Range Directorate of Public
Works.

D.
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Figure 1. Oblique aerial view of Building 300 and 301 with surrounding environment, facing
northwest.

Figure 2. Oblique view of the south and east facades of Buildings 300 (background) and 301
(foreground) shortly after completion, facing northwest, circa 1966.
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